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li^ FLAT A^tD CYllJ^DRlCAl COi<DUCTli»G JLHFACES
diiCTlOiM 1
yORK'VORD
The use of eddy curreiita to produce dnmpinpr in
dynimicil ay 3 terns is "becorainp more p'-ev?ilent than
heretofore, particul'=i^ly in the deaip-n of ^cceler-
ometera ^.nd similar instruments , I'he value of eddy
cur^'ent d«^mpin^ liea in the f'^ct th<^t the force
produced ia more nearly proportional to velocity
underrauch wider conditions of damipin^ than with
other ayatema. The chief disadvantapre of the uae
of eddy current damping ia the aize and weip-ht of
the iviafrnet which ia '"equired. j.f an electroraafrnet
ia used tiiere must be a source of "fell rej^ulated
elect»*ic current avail^ible; if a permarient mai^net
is used it rnu^t maintain a substantially constant
value of p-ap flux under all ope'-atiar" caidi lions
and for a lonr pe^-iod of time. Inat^u'nenta for
uae in ai^bo^ne caft in p-=>»'ticula'* have st^'ict
"equi^ementa as to 3i7.e and 'veipht.

These disadvanta.^es are largely -ein;'^ overcome by
the use of high-retentIvity niagnetlo materials
such as /ilnico and should pi^esent less of a
problem v;ith the passage of time.
The physical arrangement for producing eddy
current damping can take a .--reat variety of forris.
It is the purpose of this x)aper to analyze tv^o basic
types which have perhaps the greatest possibility
of use. The analysis v;ill then be substantiated
with experimental data. The two types to be
considered are:
A — A flat conductine plate moving linearly
between the poles of a riagnet in a direction
perpePi'i'.icular to the lines of roagnetic flux.
B — A oonductinr c:-linder aoving linearly in
a direction perf radicular to the lines of
flux of a radial field; the axis of the radial
field being coincident with the axis of the
cylinder and the field being uniform and
finite between tv;o parallel planes which are
perp^dicular to the axis of the cylinder.
Type A can be called a "flat plate" system
and will be here subdivided as to v^hether the poles
of the aagnet have a rectangular or circular cross
section. Type B can be called a "cylindrical"

systen. It is soraeti^Ties called a "cup»* systcn
when one end of the conduotinp, cylinder is covered
over for mounting purposes. It v;ill be brou^t out
that the oovering of one end of the cylinder is bad
practice and hence the term "cup'' ivill not be used
for the f^eneral classification. The tivo types of
systems are useful because they are both siiple as
to desien and construction. Other riore complicated
systems are possible. The methods used Jicre should
apply in principle, if not directly, to nearly all
systems havinc engineering applications, and par-
ticularly in the field of instrumentation.
The physical lavjs upon which eddy current
dampinc is bosed are vjell known and will not be dis-
cussed here. The principle involved is the pro-
duction of electric currents in a conducting, medium
when that median is in .-notion in c chanr;inc iBcTnetic
field, and the resulting force produced on the
conducting medium by the interaction of these currents
with the causative field. For clarity a lifting of
the formulae, together with definitions of the symbols




^j ^ [curlj: z r]
df«= df cos<'^
1= Jar
e = electric potential diff«rexiC«
Z~ elGctric potential gradient
3= iaagnetic flux density
1= current density
^= conductivity of conduct inc medium

D,R,r,r» ,a,b=linear distances
f=force at point P
f'sforce at point P in o direction parallel to the
direction of Qotion of the conducting medium
F =totai fore© on the conducting medium
V slinear velocity of the conducting inediura relative
to the iTjagnetic field
d =thiokness of conducting medium




i^jj^jiizunit vectors, ripiit uanded orthoprOii9.1 system
x,y,z=cartesian coordinate axes
All quantities treated as vectors are underlined.
All quantities are in c.g.s. units.
The following assumptions have been nade for the
analytical development:
1. The flux density is uniforra and constant
between the niagnet polos and zero everywhere else
(no fringing -effect)
.
2» The thickness, d, of the conducting medium
is small enoUfili in relation to tlic other di:;:ensions

so tliat for analytical purposes the flat plate
can be considered as a plane and the cylinder as a
bent plane,
3« The conductinc raeditua contains no ferro-
maenetic .materials. This assiiraption nust be
rigidly adhered to in practice since even very
SiTiall amounts of I'lnc^etlo roaterial in the con-
duotinc raedium \7ill prevent the damping force from
being linear with respect to velocity, and an
entirely new analysis will be required.

SliCTION II
I^T?ii2.L*.TIC;^L AIIALYSIC OF TliE VARIOUS tSY3Tma
A-1 Flat plate novin,^ bctvjeen tho poles of a












Consider a flat conducting plate of infinite x y
dimensions and thickness d in the ? direction, moving, vdth
a velocity v toward the right between the poles of a
magnet v^hich have total linear dimensions of 2a and b.
From the sketch above, v;hich cihovjs the projection
of the pole face on the plate, there will be o change
of flux alone the lines 1-2 and 3-4, but none alone
2-3 or 4-1.
,^^"i
For the ricl^t aide of the pole face, line 1-2:
c = [vsB] . dl
£ =-v ^^oj.
ourlE - [v xE ]-- V B dy^k
Curl I = cr v3q dy^
r = (x-a)l -^ {y-yo)JL
[carlIxr]*'^vBo[- (y-yo^-^"*" (^-"Siij'^yo
(di ) -"^o"^ r( y-yoU-(:^-^)l 1 ^ytd?xy)R Tfr—[u-a)'^^ (y-yo)^-i ''^
{:-^.) dy
4 {x-.a)"'+ (y-yo)
For the left side of the pole face, line 3-4j
curl I --o-yBqUYq^
r- (x+a)l+ {y-yoU
[curl IxrJ=-<rv:>Q[- (y-y^)i-h (x+a)jJdyQ
r^(x+a)2+ (y-y^)^-
_
B3crV r (y.y^)J.- (xfaU 1 dy.

-o'-' , / (y-yo)dyQ / (ita)dy,
I.
'^
Jxy- (Ixy)K t (Jx;.)l
Pe-.-forLiins the indicated intccrationa and combining
their results:
[-1 inJ£:±i;i
(xfa)'+ y^! 2 "J T^
tan-^ 1. - tan-1 Jlli .tan-^_L. + tan'^ Jzl
x-a x-a xta xta
This QxpresBion civeo the current density at any
point r(x,y) in the infinite plane in terns of its
normal ooraponents.
To find tiae force on the jaovinc plate produced
by this current density distribution:
df=»[lxB] dx dy d, v^hich is the force on an
elemental volurae dx dy d.








/df'^ KB^cli j dy^ LieF=: /df- ^d j y i l.Idx
Force is produced only witiiin the area of the
plate covered by the pole faces since B=^ B v/lthin
this area and 3=0 outside of this area:
PerforminG the integrations:
The term (-1) indicates tliat the force is ii. the
direction parailel but opposite to the direction of
Qovenont of the plate. The J term in the expression
for df has a value of zero showinc that there are no
forces tending to move the plate in a porp ndicular
(y) direction. The k tern which night result in a force
parallel to the lines of flux is completely obsent.
The term in bars J / in tixe expression for^' is a
dimensionless tern whose value depends on the ratio of
lenf^ths of the sides of the pole fnce. Callinf, this
tern C, and noting, that 2Qb equals the area of the pole
face Af then:
2




F=§<rvdA"^C wliere B^A^i , the total flux,
Tlie variation of the factor G as the ratio of the
lengths of the sides of the pole fuce varies is shown
in /.-l. Thus, other factors s.uch as convenient physical
arrangeinent not considered, it iu. seen that the pole
faces should be lon.'^er in the direction nerr« nciicular
to the direction of motion of the plate (y) than in
the parallel ilirection (x).
The development thus far has been for a plate
which has infinite z and y diiaensions. Of course in
actual application the dimensions of the plate must
be finite. In order to account for this fact let the
expression for the force on the plate, ?, be xaultiplied
by a factor C».
The object of the f ollov/ins discussion will be to
deteriaina the value of C* for various conf icurations
of the finite plate.
It is desired first to plot the curves of constant
current density'' for an infinite plate with a ^,iven pole





The following development, hov/ever, cives an
easier expression v;ith ^Tiiich to vork:
carl l| =±|v<rBQ(3l)
KdD^I- l-V^--^' iTi^/^Ia)^ iy.y^)
2 7T|rl
\B cr vdll y- n ' '
l(dI)J = L^ 1 ,lrh(x.a)2+ (y,y )
^ 2 7T in '^
PerforninG; the integrations and oombinins:
II
3ocr^'| n' (y,b)f /u+a)24 (y-b)2 /y 4/{x-a)^-f 5'In
o
{ y-b )+/ (:c-Q)^-f ( :- b ) 2J[ y -»y^ ( x-f a ) -+ y
Froi-i the expression the constant current density curves
have oeen plotted for a S(.'uare pole face, Ficnre A-2, and a
pole face ;vhich is three tines as lone in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of .-notion of the plate (y)
as in the parallel direction(x) , i'icure A-6. The factor
I
^^^
' has been left off so that the values of the
constant current density curves indicate relative
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ijiaenitude only, Fisures A-2 and A-6 show the first
quadrant only of the infinite xy plane, the other
quadrants hevln;^ reflection symmetry with respect to
tlie axes of syiocietry of the pole face.
j'^ avA^rAhv
For FiGure .A-2 the unit of distance is 2q (also
eqUQi. to b in tliis case)» For Fi/^^ure ii-6 the unit of
distancs is also 2a • Tie ordinate for Figure A-6
starts at 1.5 which is not the analytid x axis, but rather
the axis of symmetry of the pole face.
If now the plate were made finite the shape and
relative iia^^itude of these curves v.'ould be altered in
soxae laanner such tJiat the current density would be
scro at all boundaries of the Dlotc. l\ true solution
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of this condition involves a field problem beyond the
scope o± this paper. Aa on alternative let it be
assumed that the curves of constant current density
maintain their shape and relative riBGnitude re^<-.:ardless
of the boundaries of the plate so lone as a curve does
not cross a bounJ^ari'', in v/hich case that particular
curve then talces on a value of zero.
i''or purposes of illustration consider the curves
for a square pole face. Figure A-2. Let the plate be
terminnted alone the line x=4 (no termination in the
y direction). According, to the assumption made above
all current density curves having a value > 0.06
still exiat in tiielr former shape, but all curves
havlnr a value < 0.06 reach the ed^e of the plate at
some point alonn the line x=4 and hence their value
now becomes zero, j^s a nhysioal justification for the
assumption if it io considered that the constant current
density curves each represent a conductor carrying the
specified relative a .:ount of current, there v/ill then
be no currents of rel.';tive macnitude < 0.06 since these
conductors are nov/ "open circuited".
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This sane reasoninr; can be juomedlately appliod to plate
terrainationfl alonf, any other value of x, y, or any other
plate conf i.'7,aration.
Under the considerations discussed above, it is seen
that the total current i.: the plate passinc bet\veen
the i^ole faces has been reduced froa infinite plate
conditions, oir.ce the force produced on the plate is
directly proportional to this total current (f = [ IxbJ dV)
,
then the force will be reduced accordingly. It is seen
then that the factor G* has a value of unity for an
infinite plate and a value less tlian unity for a finite
plate.
In order to obtain the anount of total current
reduction a curve is drawn civinc the relative current
density in the plate as a function of x alon • a line
y= b/2, the symnictry axis of the pole face. Thio curve
for the square polo face is shown on Fir,ure A-3 for that
portion of the plate where x> 0.i>, tho #4g« 6$ the poi§
face. C» v;ill now be the ratio of the area under this




In this oace the rollovdnj; is UEerl:
''0.5+J hi*0.y)\ 0.25 I Q>5-^v/(x-Q.5) '-^ Q.2f>
.-0.5V (x-0,5) + 0.25 J [o.5+/^^-^-'0'5)'^-^ 0.25
so that:
'2= j 1 dx where I is "total current" flov/iii,^^ in
the plLite to the ri^'^ht of x=0«5|0nd consequently under
the right half of the rjole f::ce.




The curve of 0* versus x, v;here x indicates a
plate terrJ-netion alone a line x^constunt is t-iven
in Fic.ure A-4«
Now according, to the procedure outlined, if the
plate be tcrr>iinated alone any line of arbitrary shape
then the line of riiniman constant current density which
is leit whollyintact v;ill be equivalent to a terinination
along a line xrconstant at that particular value of
constant current density. Thus, for example j considering
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Flcure ^^2, a plate terrdnation nlonc y=3«l is
equivalent to a ternintjtion along 2= 4, and six:iil..rly
for any other ternination which leaves the 0.06 line
intact but cuts off all lines of lesser value in at
lecist one cxxjt (i.e., opens the circuit), For clarity
it is a^ain stated that Figure /i-2 shovjs the entire
height, b, of the pole face but only half of the width,
a, in accordance with the system of coordinates used.
oo far the discussion has dealt with termination
of the plate in the first quadrant only, ijince all
constant current density lines of Figure A-2 are
closed on theiaselves through tlie 4th quadrant any plate
teruilnation in either the first or fourth <:uadrants v/ill
affect these lines. The same is true for the 2nd and 3rd
quadrants, but it is to be noted that the 1st and A-th
quadrant currents are independent of those in the 2nd
and 3rd quadrants. If the plate termination is sym-
metrical v;itii respect to the pole face, as it would normally
be; that is, tiie plate is terninated at equal distances
in the ± X direction and at equal distances in the ± y
direction with respect to the goometrical o(;nter of the
pole face, then the values of C» from figure A-k can
be used directly in the equation for force. If the
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temination is not syometrical then the forces produced
on each side of the center line of pole face ( i x)
must bo calculated by applying C* to each side indi-
vidually. Jinoe the force produced on either half
from the center line is just half of the total force for
an infinite plate, and since the tv;o halves are assutaed
independent of each other, the required calculation can
be made as follovjs:
where: I'rr - total force on the finite plate
Fm *= total force on the infinite Dlate
C» — 0* for the ri^^it half of the plate
C« = C» for the left half of the plate
Fj. =s force which would be produced on
the ri^ht half of the infinite plate
F. - force which would be produced on
the left half of the infinite plate
Acoordin;: to the theory developed if a plate v/ere
terainated at x = 4 and y=3«l then the area of the plate
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outside of tiie constant current density line 0,06 v/ould
have no currents in it and hence would not be contributlns
to danpinc* In other v/ords the plate v,'ould be carrying
along excess mass. In order to achieve the aaxiaun
effectiveness (i.e. f^restest force for the least ariount
of plate) the plate should be terminated entirely along
the line 0,06 for the exa^nple beinc used, A teriiination
such as described would result in a plate of figure 8
Shape which is rather i^mpractical, ;^lso, the amplitude
of total motion of the plate when used in vibrating
systems has been assumed snail in comparison with tlie
dimensions of the plate, and while this is a not im-
practical assumption, it would rule out cuttint* the plate
to the exact shape. The next best type of termination
v/ould then be one giving an oval shape; the ends of the
plate follov.'ing the desired curve and the sides being
level along the horizontal (y= constant) tangents to the
curve. i'Or a pi te of this Lihape, it is seen that the
length in the direction of motion (x) should be greater
than the length In the direction parpeodicular to the
motion (y)« Figure A-5 shov;s this relationship.
Figures A-6, A-7, -^^-8, /,-9 show the characteristics
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for a rectaiisul:nr pole f&oe of dLmensions 1 unit in the
diroction of notion (::) and 3 units perpendicular to
the notion [y) » They corresx>ond to H'lGures A^2, /j-3»
;i-4, ^-5 respectively for the square pole face. All the
discussion relative to the square polo face is directly
applicable.
It will be part of the experimental work to check
the validity of the asstiiriptionQ .made above.
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A-2 flat plute movln,':; betv;een the poles of a




The arraneeiaent in this case is si/nilar to that
for rectangular pole faces as indicated in the ficure
above with its QccompanyinG notation,




dl=^ Rd^ {- sin^i -f cos5'^)
For the riclit side of the polo face, "I^ < 0< ? ;

curl I - <r vBq—. Rc1«^
[curl Irjj^o-vBQ [- (y-yo) i+ (2:-x^)_jJ XqCI©
-?z
i'or the left sifle of the pole faoe,-!^>»>^
curl I = o-v?. -3^<i«^
^o-T^^










/ (x-RoQ3e)oose a& 1





df - Fl^^ X BJ dV
Now wltJiin the area of the pole faces the element
of volume is (d r^ drj_ dJr) and x*r-j_cosr, yar-j_sin*' ,so that:




) [Li-^y] 2C B^k/c/ridr^d/
df»=!ll2fHl^:^idrid^
Perforniins the indicated Integrations the triple
Inteerol is f ouncl to have a value of - 7T il
^^
^o<rvKd 1 . ^.
)
12 ?







F= _ jB<r vdA"-'- in the direction opposite to the
iTxOtion of the plate.
The expression developed for F is sinilar to that
in the case of the rectannular pole face except that the
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factor C now has q constant value of CL5» Dicienslonally
a relotionshix^ such as this is expected. C is a dimena ion-
less factor dependent on the two peraneters \vhich express
the configuration of the rectangular pole face, 6ince a
circle is expressed by only one paraneter, R, there
could be no such expression for the circular pole f.ice.
From a ^luantitativq^oint of view the factor of 0,5
corresponds to the value of 0,5 for G obtained when a
square pole face la used.
A dcvelopaent of the curves of coriGtant current
density analogous to those nade for the reotanf^ulor
rjole face v/ill not be riade here. These curves will be
laade from the experL'aental data in Section III, The
discussion relative to the curves for the rectangular
pole face will then apply for this case.
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B Cylindrical conductor novinG in a radial field,
Consider a condacting cylinder of infinite length
in the i direction, radius R, and v/all thickness d,
laovinG through a radial field of flux. The flux field
has a center line coincidinc vdth the axis of the cylinder
and is uniforn over a distance b alone the axis of the
cylinder, /ibove and below this pole dirjtanoe, b, the
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field is zero. Usinc the notation aooordins to the
ficure above, and followinc the saine procedure as dis-
cussed with the flat plate^the analysis is an followai





r* rJRs {xi-x2)i+(y;j.-y2)j+2 ic
[curl IxrJ^-o-vBQJ^yg z, l-x^z. j+ (xo^r y2Xi)^X2f 7?
(dT ^ -v^o<r [ y2^lJr^2^ Jt(^2yi-:^2^l)^ 1 ^^^
^^i^^i72T^g+y;;[(x^x2)^Myi-y2)-+ ^- J
From the syrametry of the arrangenent the current
density distribution alone any line parallel to the axis of
the cylinder will ae the sane as that along any other
parallel line. Let an arbitrary point alonr, one of these












Q<^vR Tz, (sin© i- cose j)- Rsins k
a^-^t z£- 21^v'^oos0
de
oos^ d©(Ih0z^)^. _ l^iU— ^ii j -^
•where D expresses the denoninator of the
bracketed expression of dl. The i and k intOGrals
have a value of zero so that:
Bq^t-vKjZjl [ cos© d©
^hiOz^^C
~2l y 2K^+ zf - 2r2 cos^
* -1-
and
The negative sign in Trent of the radical is to be
u«ed -whenever z, is negative in the indicated coordinate
systen.
For the upper surface the analysis is the same
except that the v/hole expression will be the negative
of the one for the lower surface and oil z.s are re-
placed by (z,- b),
^o«^v r 2y\ (zi- b) 1 (j)
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Acain^ the negative slcn in. front of the radloal
Is to :e used Y^henever (Zj-b) is negative with Uespect
to the upper pole surface.
The coinplete expression for the current density
distribution at any point on the cylinder deterroined




This expression shov;s that all lines of constant
current density are circular with respect to the axis
of the conducting: cylinder. Thus all lines are closed
on theiiselves and the cylinder represents an infinite
plane in the li^lit of the flat plate analysis,
Proceedinc as before to calculate the force produced
on the cylinder:






Ferfoming the iQcUcated operationt=, "UJiere results:
y^R--^ z^ ^/^^-R^-^ (z^-
1 2 [. ,^ , 2R2-f zj _^_ 2R^-^ (zt- b)





Note that the radicals nov; take their plus sicja.
since in the coordinate system used z, does not no
negative betvjeen and b and (z^b) does not go positive
with respect to the upper pole surface in the interval,
Perfonilnc the inte^^ration:
F- BqO- vdirl h^kR^-i: b^' - b'
J
(-^:)
The term in brackets vdll alv/ays be positive so tlifit the
force is aiv.ayo iii the direction opposite to the notion
of the conductin.:', cylinder.
Rearranr.ins terns i




Where C =/n-(°) - t
A= mean area of the cylinder enclosed
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within the pole distance.




The curve of C versus — , ij'icure .A-12, shows
that G approaches a maximua value of 1, For pr ictical
application values of C on the order of 0.7 should
not be difficult to obtain. Since all the circulatinf,
currents are closed on thonselves the value of C», if
such a parrjiRoter should be uyed, is always unity. Thus
for this a rrancement the force is not dependent on the
lengtli of the cylinder outside of the region of flux,
except that for use in vibrating systems it should be
long enough to cover the j70le faces plus twice the
inaximum aiaplitude of /fiovement
.
.A oo/aparison beUveen the cylindrical and flat
plate systems is difficult to i';iake. If, hov/ever, the
quantities f, A, d, and or are considered to be the
sane for eooh, then soj.iq coiiiparison can be niade by
examining, only the factors C and C». For the cylindrical
system a practical value of C might be 0.7. (C»-l)
For the rectangular pole face values of 0=0.7 and
G»- 0.7 seem reasonable, then .-'.iving 0.5 for their
product. For the circular pole face C« = 0.7. (0=0.5)
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Givinc the oombined factor a value of 0,35. From
this clenontary comparison, the cylindrical system appears
bast. In addition, since the cylinder need have only
enough laetal to cover the poles, its riacs v/ould be
expected to > e lass than that of the flat plate typos.
When used in vibrrtinc; dynainical systens this lesser
mass requires less force for the sanio amount of
danpinc so that v/ith the c^'-lindrical type not only is
nore force produced but less force is required. Perhaps
the Greatest utilization of this increased effective-
ness would be in permittins a sinaller nar^net to be used;
that is, Siialler in size, weicht and current require-
laents if it is of that type.
Ficure A-10 shows the variation in current density
fron one "^eneratinc surface" as the radius of the
cylinder is chan^Gd. The area Linder any one curve is
a neasure of the total current flowinc;.
Ficu.re j^-11 combines tT;o "generating; surfaces"





A. General discussion of the experimental procedure^
In Section II tlie followinc formulas were
developed:
1. For Q flat plate iuoving betv^een the
poles of a jTiagnet, the pole faces being
rectangular in shape:
y« ^*c- yd a"-^ go*
2. For a flat plate Goving between the
poles of a iiiacnet, the pole faces being circular
in shape:
F" i-f^»-vdA~-^C»
3. For a cylindrical conductor /aoving in
a radial nagnetic field:
FsjVvdA'^C
The object of the various experiments performed
was to verify that the equation for force, as given
above, do actually contain the factors therein; that
the factors C and C* vary according to the analysis
developed in Jection II; and that the force equation




The GQ^eral prooodure follov/jd in the experiments
was to hold constant as many or the factors -jS possible
and vary the one for v;hicii the experinent was beins
run* For those factors which were not able to be
kept con:3tant a corrective adjustment v/as made in
analyzing that particular test. These corrective
adjustaents will be described for each tost.
The device used for the experiments v,'as a mass-
spring system which was subject to eddy current
dampinc* For all flat plate experiments the mass
consisted of a copper plate suspended by tv/o thin
flat springs. The suspension was such that the
motion of the plate v.-as very nearly linear and no
force on the plate due to gravity (i,e, as the
reatorinc force on a pendulum) has been used* The
magnetic field throu/?h which the plate was moved
v;as produced by a ring of round iron stock,
oontainin,^ an air cap, and wound with a number of
turns of wire to form an electro-macnet. Details
of the iTiagnet as v;oll as all other constructional
details are civen in Appendix II.
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The pick-up Xrom which the ai'plitude of notion
of the mass was determined iv2S forraed as follows:
Mounted on t-Qe^. and of one of the springs, along
the center line of the raass, vjos a thin sheet of
clear film negative half of v.'hioh was blacked over.
On one side of the film a licJit vvas raounted and
on the other side was placed a Sinall photo cell.
The face of the photo cell was covered over except
for a square openinc at the center.
,hoio eel
I
The orientation of the pieces was such tliat ms the
Liass :.ioved back and forth raorc or less light would
reach the photo cell. The current produced by the
photo cell was proportional to the ajiount of lir^t
received (see i-'icure ij-l) and therefore proportional
to the amplitude of notion of the riass, Tiie current
was aiiplified and fed to the galvanometer coilj of
an eleotromaGnetic recorder. The pen of the recorder
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then traced the motion of the vibrating mass. The
current from the photo cell always being in the saiaa
direction, recordless of the position of the iRass
with respect to its rest position, resulted in a
trace v^hich was a series of positive sinusoidal
pulses, each of which represents a sv^ing of the
raass pa;it the rest position. Due to the orientation
of the photo cell relative to the laovinr. part of
the nicic-up and the characteristics of the photo
coll and of the amplifier, the trace appears some-
what as a complete sinusoid, i.ctually it is not
a true sine v;ave; the distance from the center
line to the positive side only of the curve
represents the motion of the mass. The type of
pick-up described is considered to be satisfactory
in that satisfactory results v;ere obtained from
it. A more direct method, however, would bo
preferable since in the type used some distortions
were present. -A perfect pick-up would be one which:
a* Hecords raithfully and continuously
the motion, with due respect to sign.
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b# Imposes no load v;hatsoover on the
system.
0, Is capable of easy adjustment for
orientation,
dm Is simple and cheap to operate.
The pick-up used here net fully requirements b,
c and d. It met recuirement "a" to a sufficient
degree that satisfactory results were obtained, but
no more.
i'"or the experiments on the cylindrical conductor
the mass consisted of a thin--7alled copper cylinder.
The cylinder i-jas suspended by bein^ attached on its
top circumferential surface to a thin bar of stiff
plastic material. The end of the bar was pivoted
in a bearin/2 v;hich v;as desicned to be frictionless.
iMao attached to the top of the cylinder and at
right angles to the bar, v;as a length of flat spring.
The other end of the spring v/as clamped rigidly.
The object of such a suspension was to provide
linear motion of the cylinder in its axial direction.
The suspension was ultimately evaluated as being
rather poor. It did provide the necessary rigidity,
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bat introduced a fairly large aunoimt of friction
and fluid (air) daiipiiiG. In actual practice, v/ith
accurate vjorjcmanship, suspensions for this type of
daiiper can end are being made wherein the niotion
is linear to very fine tolerances and without an
undue ai^iount of friction and fluid daiapinc.
The roacnct for this type was one which provided
the desired type field. Its physical characteristics
can best be seen by referring to the sketches in
Appendix II,
The pick-up for tests on the cylindrical danper
was essentially as described heretofore. The only
difference in this case v;as that the .f.iovinji part,
instead of being directly above the movinc liiass,
was plsced on an extension of the plastic bar which
held the mass. The object of the extension v/as to
provide a ;ieGnification of the notion at the pick-
up. The amplitude of raotion here v;as considerably
snaller than with the flat plate teats, beinc on the
order of 0.06 inches, in order to preserve linearity




The r:iass- spring; systeri v;ac nsGuxied to obey
the differential eqaation.
The solution of this equation is
x=G"'®^(Acosbt+3sinbt)
V.'ith initial conditions that at t«0, 2C*x
,
2*0
the solution for x can be written
x^e—nt




w" undamped natural circular frequency
(p z phase angle







since c is proportional to the force actinc on the
systeii, it i3 this factor v;hloh, if known, con be
used to Gra.MinG the ./?eneral equations for force
developed in Section II. In order to dcter^nine c
from the tace of the recorder, it is necessary to
f,et c as a function of the naximum amplitude of
vibration of the inass. To do this the expression for
X above is differentiated v/ith respect to tiiie, set
equal to zero and the result solved for c. The






X = First considered raaxinun amplitude
°
measured from the rest position.
X ' Z Maximum amplitude of the nth succeeding
n
swing past the rest position, positive
and negative cycles beinv-:; considered.
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Since the daruping factor, c, is the actual
quantity to be determined from each trace of the
motion, it is neoejjsary to account for not only those
factors v^hich affect force as given in the three
general formulae, but also for thoue factors affect-
ing due to the type of device used. These factors
are m and k« i'ictually k was constant throughout
all tests on flat plates and attain constant through-
out ell tests on the cylindrical conductor so that
m is the only factor whicii v;as taken into account
as the occasion arose.
For the description of each test v;hich follows
the detailed results and computations are listed
in Appendix I.

uB. Experimental tests preforraed ana discussion
based on thxeir results.
Test „'l — To deter.,.ii:ie for the photocell
the variation of current output vvith
intensity of li^tit received.
Figure ^-1
The photocell was subjected to liciit froii a
standard 6 volt larap. The amount of current output
was neaaured viith a panel type mioroaniieter. The
intens-itjr of lir^ht received v:as neaaured with a
photographic li.r^ht intensity rietcr, Jince the light
meter was fixed off to one side of the photocell,
tHe candle po^ver readin^J^s are not those actually
received by the photocell, but rather aono constant
frcction thereof.
The output of the photocell was determined to
be linear with intensity of licht received over the
range tested, ."ill further experiraents retained the
intensity of lir,ht v/ithin this ran^e.
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Test ;/ 2 — To determine the inherent or natural






The damping coefficient c^ was deternlned to
be 0.0135 • The trace showed that the natural damping
consists of the velocity or fluid type due to air
friction with a very small anount of coulomb
friction daapin,^. The amount of couloab friction
damping: 'vas so small that it has been neelected^
For all further runs, the natural damping was
.
calculated for each trace individually since it
changes as the plate conficuration chances.
This test r;as made v;ith the maF;net entirely
removed, i-or c in the other tests, the reversing
switch suxjplyinf, pov;er to the niagnet vi^as used to
remove as much residual magnetism as possible. The
value 0^^:0.0135 is used whenever the plate con-




,f3 — To deterialne the varintlon of force vdth
field strength for a flat plate system.
I'-a^iietio pole: Circular, 3/S inches diameter
Plate: Copper
1-5/8 inches square
d a 0.052 inches.
Runs if 2-9
Fieure ii-.2, £-3
It ha^ been shown experimentally by others tJiat
the force does cctually vary as the s.^uare of the
field strenf^th . This test and test ;y2 were riade
principally to verify tliat the experimental apparatus
in this case v;as per ^ormin^'?, satisfactorily and that
the curve traces v;ere beinr, interpreted correctly.
Since Fsr Zo^J^ and k and m are constant, then
the force, F, is proportional to c. The constant of
proportionality is indicated on i'isure E-2 as K.
Fifjure j:-3 shows that the magnetic field is pro-
portional to the current through the windincs within
the ranr,e used; this constant of proportionality
is indicated on Kigure .t;-2 as Kl. The fact that
2
the curve of KF versus K-j^ Bo does not go exactly

I*k
to the oricin is probably clue to the presence of
slightly Greater Qiiount of natural fla/riping than was
used in the computation.
Further unrecorded tests showed that the iron
core of the iaa(^et started to saturate at about one
ar.ipere of field current.
On the oric;inal recorder traces for these and
the other runs the sinall inked dash indicates the
point where the saar^netio field v;os turned on and
damping started. Time lag for the current to build
up in the coil windin^^s are negligible.
In the data on the tests which follow and on
the figures pertaining to the tests, the use of the
letter K indicates, as i.\ this test, proportionality.
K appears in most cases with F (for force) signifying
that the data under consideration is not force itself




,. 4 — To deterninG the variation of force with
thickness of the conductinc laediun for a flat
plate systen,
Magnetic pole: Circular, 3/3 1.noh(5s diameter
Plate: Copper
1-5/8 inches square
Current in raaRnetisins v^indings 0,8 anperes
Runs ;i^l0-12
Fisure i;-4
Thres dlxfereirb thicknesses of plates were
used: C'=0,052, 0,031 and 0.020 inches.
In calculating the datipin,'^ force acting: on the
plate, it is desired that all factors except the one
bein(» exanined, thiokn'iss in this case, be kept
constant. bLioe it vmn impossible to chance the
plate tiiickness and at the same tine keep the
mass onc) the !ncmxis£±a. conductivity of the plate
constant, a correction factor for the dhanp;e in inass
was nade. The factor consists of a nultipller for c
which is the square root of the ratio of the rossses,
the plate of thickness 0,052 be in.-* tnken .ns hnvin^





A similar procedure is followed in those
tests whicli iollov; in -vhich the iiass does not stay-
constant.
This test shov/s that the rorce is proportional
to the thickness of the conducting nediuii. It
should be noted that this relation ivill not
necessarily hold for very thick conductors since
one of the assuLiptions j^iade in Section I was that
the conducting niadiura was thin enou^. Ulict it
could be represented by a plane.
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Test rf^Si — To deternine the variation of force with
plate ocnficuratlon for a flat plate system.
Macnetie pole: Square 17/64 x I7/64 inches
Plate: Copper
dz 0.052 inches
Length in direction perpendicular
to direction of motion 1-5/8 inches
Current in naGnctizlng windinca 0,9 amperes
Runs 7V'31-4S (odd)
Figure E-5, l?-6
Runs v;ere nade in which the length of the plate
perpendicular to the direction of motion was held
constant and the length in the direction of motion
varied. This procedure corresponds to a symmetri-
cal plate ternination along x as described in .jeotion
II« The length of 1-5/8 inches in the perpendicular
(y) direction corresponded to an infinite length
since b;; the analysis a y terriination is always less
than the equivalent x termination.
i^gain the nacs could not bo kept constant and
the corrective multiplying factor for c in this case




With this correction nade the corrected daapias
factor is proportional to the force and will be a
function of plate configuration, j. icure 1^-5 shows
this variation. The obsissa is in units of pole
diiaensions as used in Section II, 3y drav/lnc, a
horizontal asymptote to tiie curve and relabeling
the ordinate vvitii the asymptote at unity, the
ordinate then beco£ies equivalent to C». Figure
E-6 shov/s the comparison of C» as developed
analytically in Section II and as found experi-
nentally. The experimental carve is within 4/^
of the analytical curve for an x terfoination cheater
than 1» Practical values of x termination would
probably be not less tiian 2 or 3.
The deviation between the two curves can
probably be accounied for as follows:
For values of x less than 1,25 the experimental
curve shows that less force is actinc on the plate
than the analytical curve indicates. The analytical
curve assumes an amplitude of motion approaching
zero. Actually the edf:e of the plate was so close
to the odc;e of the pole face that during portions of
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the notion the plate edse cane under the pole foce.
Under these circar.istances the currents In tliat side
of the plate v. ere almost totally interrupted during
that portion of the cycle, nakinc the average force
less than it vjould be if the small amplitude as-
sumption could be rigidly adhered to.
For values of x terfjiination creator tlian 1.25,
the experimental curve shov;s that there is iiiore
force aotinc on the plate thaji the analytic curve
indicates. The analytic curve assumes that there
are no currents in the plate above and below a
certain region of the plate which is deter;:iined by
the value of x terriination. /.ctually the current
density distribution in the plate must be continuous
throuGhout the plate and there are currents r'^^cr^
the theoretical analysis assumes there nro none*
These "excess" currents would account for the force
being creater than predicted.
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Test #5b — To dcternlne the variation of force
wit', plate confisuration for q flat plrte systen,
I/iacnetio pole: Cquore, 17/64 x 17/64 inches
Plate: Copper
d= 0.052 inches
Length in direction of notion -
1-5/8 inches
Current in magnetizinG windlnss 0,9 oaperes
Runs /i' 31-48 (even)
Figure E-7, ^-8
Runs for this test v.-ere made in a similar inanner
as for test #5a except that the plate length in the
direction of motion v;as held constant and the length
in the direction perpendicular to the motion was
varied. This procedure corresponds to a syrometrical
plate termination along y. Figure K-7 shows the
variation o. force with this plate termination.
Figure E-8 shows the comparison of the experimental
and analytical results. The analytical curve was
drawn using the procedure described in section II.
The difference betv;een the tv;o curves can
probably be entirely accounted for by the failure of
the current density distribution in the plate to
be discontinuous, as described under test //5a» This




Consider the case v;here the plate termination is




The analytical Gssuraption is that there will be
no currents in the plate and hence no force on the
plate. Actually there will be currents flovdng with
a density distribution of sorae foria siiailar to the
sketch below.
These currents, v;hatever their distribution,
might be, will lead to a force on the plate.
These tests verify that the assUiiiptions r.iade in




Teat ,76 — To determine the variotion of force as a
function of pole configuration for a flat
plate system.








In this test the size and shape of the plate
wereliept fixed and the pole face confiG^ration
varied. This variation v/as from a square pole face
of dimensions 17/64 x 17/64 inches to a rectancle
of dimensions 17/64 x 3/64 inches with the lone side
in the direction perpendicular to the motion of the
plate. To conform to the notation of Liection II,
the dimension b of the pole face \vas constant while
the dimension 2a v;as varied.
The total magnetic flux was kept constant as
the pole face area decreased by increasing the
current in the nia;:^,netizinG windincs. A value of
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890 iKiaxwells wos maintained, current rollowlng
the curve of i'lgure ..-10.
As the pole face configuration v/as chan^'^ed,
the relative size of the plate changed. This change
is accounted for by usln^ the factor C bLnce
G* had been calculated for only tvv'o pole conficuratlons,
a square and a 3 x 1 rectangle, the factor for oaoh
run niade in this test was an interpolation between
these two coses.
By the above consideration all factors have been
accounted for except G, for v/hich the test was run,
and A, the area of the pole face. It v/ould be desired
to keep A constant leaving C as the only re.-iiainin^
variable, but v;ith the apparatus used this procedure
was iaipraoticable. It could be assumed that the
force docs vary as /\*^ as indicated in the formula
for i" and account for it in this way. An equally
cood assumption is that the force does vary v/ith C
as slioivn on Figure A-l, account for it in this way,
and let the variable under test be A. This latter
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procedure was the one follov-'ed principally because
the resultini3 cui've should then be a straight line
throuGh the oricin rather than a curved line, u^ince
the experlaental points do plot fairly v/ell as a
straight line throuch the oricin, it follows that
the product GA"^ as a factor is correct.




Test ,/7a — To determine the variation of force
witii plate onfi:;oration for a flat plate system.
Masnctic pole: Circalar, 3/8 inch diameter
Plate: Copper
a=0.052 inches
Length in direction perjendicular
to direction of notion 1-5/8 inches
Current in nasnetiain^^ windings 0.8 anperes
Runs -13-21
ficure ii;-ll
This test v;as conducted in a manner similar to
test j/'5a and for the saiie purpose. A(^Qin the multiplier
for c to take care of the effect of change of mass of
the plate is / total X'l^^'^Q length .
/ 1.625
Figure E-11 shovjs the results of the test. By
drawing the horizontal asymptote to the curve and
givlne the ordinate at this asymptote, a value of 1
the values of G» are established*
oinoe a corresponding analytical curve has not
"been developed, a coLiparison can not be jiiade. As
the analogous curves for the reotancular pole face
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are in quite close correspondence, it con be




Test ItT^ — To aeternine the variation of force with
plato oonfif.uratlon for o flat plotc cyntem.
IteGnetic pole: Circular, 3/B inch diameter
Plate: Copper
d=0,052 inches
Length in direction of motion 1-5/8 Inches




This tost was conclucted in a Lianner sl'nilar to
test
;
5^ and for the sane purpose.
Figure E-12 ohows the results of tho test.
Using the data fron i?'ir;ure iJ-ll and ii;-12, the
curves of constant current density can now be slietched.
Firure ij-13 shov.s these curves for the first quadrant
of the infinite plate. These curves have been sketched,
not plotted, froia the follov;inr> considerations:
1. Their fjeneral shnpe should be siioilar to
Flf»ure A-2 and A-6.
2* Thoy should have vertical tangents alone
a diameter of the pole face in the direction of
notion of the plate. The values for these points
have been taken from Figure xi-ll.
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3. They ohould have horizontal tangents
correspond Inc to the curve of i'l^iire i:;-12.
The nethod of sketchine vras as follows:
For Q representative oiirve consider the one
labeled "a". From Ficure -i-ll an x temination of
3 units results in a value of C* of 0.775. From
FiGure iJ-12 the value of y terr.iination v;hich has an
equivalent C» of 0.775 is found to occur at 1.75.
Thus curve "a" of '/iGure E-13 has a vertical tangent at
x=s3 units and a horizontal tan::ent at y«1.75 units,
i'ron these two values and a icnowlodce of its general
shape cui*ve "a" was sketched. The curves of Figure
-ii-13 have not been labeled as to relative intensity
except to note that their relative intensity increases
tovard the origin of coordinates.
FiGure i:;-14 shows the values of the total relative
dimensions for a flat plate such that the correspoy.ding
X and y tcrr-iinations v/ill be tangent to the sanie curve
of constant current denaity. It v^as drav/n fron values




Test B — /tiialysis to verify tlie factor for pole
face cojif ie^uration for a flat plate system
enployinG a circular aacnetic pole face.
The analysis of L^ection II showed tliat for a flat
plate system, exiployinc. a rectaneiilar pole face, tliere
is a factor C i: the equation for force v;hich is
dependent on the ratio of the len^.ths of the sides of
the pole face; and that in the case of a circular pole
face the corresponding factor has a constant value of
0.5 In order to verify this value of 0.5 let the force
equation be written as
F-icvdi*" C'K*
where K* is nov; an unicnov.-n factor. This ec] nation
corresponds di.iensionally to that for the force on a
aysten eraployin': a rectangular pole face:
i"*fr-vd.a"-^C»C
if K» is dideneionlflaa. Also, since the factor C
expresses the latio of the parancters defininn the
roctanGular pole face and the circle is defined by only
one parameter, it can le concluded that K' is not only
a dinensiooless, but also a constant, factor. The two




The aubooripts c Inaiouw-j vajuucs lor tim cyaton
hnvin.G Q circLilbr pole Taoe, euboorliyto ii tiidloato
YQluos Tor Uic G::t:ten k«vlric Q raotanr.uler pole fooo.
F- ond Fo ore foroo per unit voloclty. The
factors <r and d Iiqvo been oanoQlled out olnoe they
are the sane for tht» experL-ajtintal tests on each of
tlie two oystersa.
Nov/ UGinc Kun
.v49 end Hun r/2, the follcwlne


















iiinoe tliu r-aaaes or tho plates aud the spring
oonotants wero th.o sane I'or riuns „ 2 and .,'49
1
i'„ 9^ (Kun ;y2) j.i^^^j
>\i ©5 (Kun 49) 0.11355
Thus
!C««0,378»1.22«0,461
The Qx.alj'tioal vrIug of K* is 0.5 v/hloh
is verified within oxporlmental Qoouracy by the value
0.461 fountl above. The foajor inaccuracy of the above
computation is probably in the voluoo of $ #
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xobo 7 — To doteniine for a cylindricQl conductor
system the variation of force with cylinder lencth.
Ma^netio pole: b= 0.125 inches
Cylinder: Copper
Dianeter 0,if49 inches (mean)
d=0.035 inches
Current in macnetlzine windings 0.16 amperes
Runs ;/ 57-71
Figure ji;-15, ^•^>16
Runs Vu'ere aade in which the length of the
conducting cylinder was varied. The cylinder v«s
oriented in the magnetic field as nearly symmetrically
as possible so that as much of the cylinder was above
the upper ole surface as was below the lov;er pole
surface when the cylinder was in the rest position.
The only factor which v;as varied (beside the
cylinder length) was the /nass. .A raultipli«r for
was found in a similar manner as described hereto-
fore except tliat in this case a slif^htly more compli-
cated procedure was necessary due to the fact that
the /lass of the support members was not negligible
with respect to the mass of the cylinder. The details
of arriving at the factor used are given in Appendix I,
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The results of tiiio test as shown on Figure
i!;-15 show that the force acting on the cylinder is
independent of the lenc'th of the cylinder outside
of the region of flux. The analj^tical formula for
force as developed in bection II indicates this
independence by the absence of the factor C* and
the experimental test substantiates the analysis.
In setting up the ecLUipment for this tost the
cylinder v;as first held on its suspension in such
a manner tiirit the entire top of the cylinder Yjas
covered by a tiiin sheet of fiber roaterial. It
was noticed that under this condition a very high
value of natural dorjping occored. The reason for
the high natural damping was found to be due to the
fact tiiat the relatively SLiall clearances between
the inner magnet pole and the cylinder v;alls produced
a piston-cylinder effect. v;hen the support v^as
changed so thrt only a Shoall part of the top of
tiie cylinder was covered, the natural damping
decreased to an ^iccentable value. Thus in order to
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obtain the iTTlnimuEi amount of fluid danping, which
in a magnetic daiaping aystem is undesirable, the




;, 10 — To determine for a cylindrical conductor





Diameter 0,449 inches (inean)




In this test the size and shape of the conducting
cylinder were kept fixed and the pole f-ice conf ip,uration
varied, ^his variation was accomplished by varying
b, the pole distance as defined in section II from
0,312 inches to 0,125 inches.
The total iiagnetic flux v/as kept constant as
the mean pole face area decreased by increasing
the current in the nagnetizing v>'indings. A value
off =1223 laaxwells "was maintained, the current
following the curve of Figure ii-lO, Due to the
fact that the mean area of the pole fnce changed as
the configuration was changed, a procedure similar to
5e>
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that described under test iJ-G was follo^ved. ITlcure







To determine for the photocell the












To determine the inherent or natural
damping of the flat plate systenu
Cnl 0.0135
Notation for further test details:
c a damping factor as deter/tiined
from individual trace of motion.
Cj^= natural doLipine factor as determined
from individual trace of motion,
CqZ corrected damping factor which
is tliat due to the magnetic




To determine the variaion of force with
field strength for o flat plate system.
Run I l2=KiB§ On Cc* KF
2 0.8 0.64 0.158 0.0135 0.1U5
3 0.7 0.49 0.1218 rt 0.1083
4 0.6 0.36 0.0935 f» 0.0818
5 0.5 0.25 0.0785 « 0.065
6 0.4 0.16 0.P521 r» 0.0386
7 0.3 0.09 0.03985 »i 0.02635
8 0.2 0.04 0.02565 rt 0.01215
9 O.U 0.02 0.0214 tt 0.0079





To determine the variation of force with
thicBjiess for a flat ploto system,
Hun d c on Cq M OqI =KF
0.158 0.0135 0.1445 1 0.1445
0.129 0.00063 0.1204 0.772 0.093
0.1007 0.00825 0.09245 0.62 0.0573
d z plate thickness in inches







The vjei^t of the support me-iibers has not been
token into account in caloulatinc the relative
chance in mass (M) since the iveisht of the lichtest
plate tested v;as more than twenty times the weight
of the support members.
Total v/eicht of support members: pickup section,
fiber support arm and springs including portions
of sprincs held in clamps « 0.3525 r^rains.





To deterraine tlie variation of force with
plate configuration for a flat plate syatem.
Run L On « Cq ^^ CqI.i^KF x termination
31 1-5/S 0.0135 0.1735 0.16 1.0 0.16 3.06
33 1-3/S ©.013 0.173 0.16 0.92 0.1471 2.59
35 1-1/3 0.009 0.17 0.161 0.8325 0.134 2.115
37 7/8 0.006 0.1956 0.1896 0.735 0.139 1.65
39 3/4 0.0051 0.188 0.1829 0.68 0.1243 1.41
41 5/8 0.005 0.176 0.171 0.62 0.1061 1.176
43 1/2 0.0032 0.146 0.U28 0.555 0.0793 0.941
45 3/8 0.0026 0.0663 0.0637 0.48 0.0306 0.707
47 1/4 0.002 0.01614 0.014 0.392 0.00549 0.4705
Lr Plate lencth in the direction of notion in inches
lA" Correction factor for mass effect
/
LT3^
Vi'eiGht of support members has again not been taken
into account.
WeicM of li^i^itest plate tooted (1-5/8 x 1/4, da 0.052) =
3.340 Grams.




To determine the variation of force with
plate GoafiGuration for a flat plate systen.
Run Co M CcMsKF y terninatio
32 1-5A: -.0135 0.1735 0.16 1.0
34 1-3/S 0.0079 0.178 0.17 0.92
36 1-1/S 0.0072 0.1932 0.186 0.8325 0.155
38 7/8 0.0065 0.221 0.2U5 0.735
40 3/4 0.006 0.21 0.2ffl4 0.68
42 5/8 0.0055 0.2155 0.21 0.62
44 1/2 0.0034 0.216 0.2126 0.555
46 3/8 0.0029 0.207 0.2041 0.48
48 1/4 0.0023 0.1202 0.1179 0.392
L -Plate leapJiSi in direction perpendicular to
direction of notion in inches.















To determine the variation of force as a











































































2a= Pole lencth in the direction of the jnotion of
the mass in 64th inches,
hZ Pole length in the pcrpejidicular direction in
64th inches.
Is Current in inaenotizing windings in amperes.
Rs Correction factor for change in relative conficiiration
of the plate.
Is Correction factor for change in pole face
oonficiiration.
(oee nerb pace for computation of R and P.)

Ik
Coiaputatlon of factors U and P, test //6,
Run C ^4^-R G 0^= P
49 0,935 1.0 0.:, 1.0
50 0.944 0.991 0.526 0.95
51 0.953 0,981 0.553 0.905
52 0.963 0.971 0.59 0.848
53 0.973 0.961 0*638 0.784
54 0.982 0.952 0.689 0.726
55 0.991 0.943 0.741 0.675
56 1.0 0.935 0.812 0.615
C* is the factor for plate confIcuration
interpolated betv^een data for square
pole face, FiGure ii-4» Qn<i for a
3x1 rectangular polo face, Flcure A-8,





To deter.'iine the variation of force v/lth
plate configuration for a flct plate system.
Run L o„ c c^ I;
a c
13 1-5/B 0.0135 0.158 0.1445 1
14 1-3/8 0.013 0.165 0.152 0.92
15 1-1/8 0.009 0.159 0.15 0.832!
16 7/8 0.006 0.1374 0.1314 0.735
17 3/4 0.0051 0.112 0.107 0.68
18 ^/Q 0.005 0.1168 0.112 0.62
19 1/2 0.0032 0.0935 0.09 0.555
20 3/8 0.0026 0.022 0.0194 0.48
21 1/4 0.002 0.01 0.008 0.392
L^late length in the direction of motion
in inches

















To doterjaine the variation of force with
plate conf iruration for a flat plate system.
Run L c,^ c c^ '.1 c^I.I=KF y terjuinatioE
22 1-5/S 0.0135 0.158 0.1/v45 1
23 1-3/8 0.0079 0.1456 0.1377 0.92
24 1-1/S 0.0072 0.151 0.1438 0.8325 0.1197
25 7/8 0.0065 0.159 0.1525 0.735
26 3/4 0.006 0.1702 0.1642 0.68
27 5/3 0.3055 0.174 0.1685 0.62
28 1/2 0. -034 0.153 0.1496 0.555
29 3/8 0.0029 0.1212 0.1183 0.48
30 1/4 0.0023 0.0623 0.06 0.392
LSFlate length in dirootion perpendicular
to direction of notion in inches

















To determine for a cylindrical conductor
system the variation of force with cylinder
length.
Hun I 1 c„ c c^ M c lis KFHOC
57 — 0.665 0.004
58 0.0 0.665 0.023
59 0.16 0.665 0.023 0.0962 0.0732 1.0 0.0732
60 0.0 0.625 0.02275 —
61 0.16 0.625 0.02275 0.0914 0.06865 0.972 0.0667
62 0.0 0.562 0.0191
63 0.16 0.562 0.0191 0.0898 0.0707 0.925 0.0654
64 0.0 0.500 0.0186
65 0.16 0.500 0.0186 0.095 0.0764 0.88 0.0672
66 0.0 0.445 0.0174 —
67 0.16 0.445 0.0174 0.0983 0.0809 0.821 O.O665
68 0.0 0.386 O.OI65
69 0.16 0.386 0.0165 0.103 O.O865 0.784 0^0678
70 0.0 0.320 0.01
71 0.16 0.320 0.01 0.1041 0.0941 0.772 0.068
I" Current in nacnetizlnc windincs in amperes
1« Cylinder length in inches
I'P Correction factor for mass effect {uee next pare
Note: Run ,v57 was made with the maenet entirely
removed to see what effect this condition would hove

on tiie natural da^^ipinc or the system. The




Computation af foctor l:, toot ;;'9«
Total v;ei,3lit of all supxjort meinbers including
the portion of tlie spring clanped down in its
support s 0,9415 C^Qi^.
V.eiGht of shortest cylindertosted z
2.272 crams.
Effective v^eicht of supporting nenbers z
0.4 r.rans. (i:;3tijnated)
Run
'^•'c V.'s v/t Wt
srrz 7 Tn:2
59 4.72 0.4 5.12 1.0 1.0
61 4.44 tt 4.84 0.945 0.972
63 3.99 ti 4.39 0.856 0.925
65 3.55 rf 3.95 0.7715 0.88
67 3.16 It 3.46 0.6755 0.821
69 2.74 TT 3.14 0.613 04784
71 2.272 ft 2.672 0.521 0.722
Wc Cylinder weicht in grans.
Wg - Support vveight in crans.
V^t = V.'c-f V/g

Test ;/10
To detomlne for a cylindrical conductor system
the variation of force v/ith pole face confi/'.uration.
Run I b b
*^n
c
^n p PC5IT 1- K
72 — — — 0.00156 — ~. «_ _„ _^
73 0.0 0.312 ~ 0.02825 ~ — — — —
74 0.132 0.312 0.695 0.02825 0.060 0.03175 1.0 0.03175 3.
75 0.0 0,257 — 0.0256 — — — — —
76 0.18 0.257 0.573 0.0256 0.120 0.09U 0.915 0.0864 3.
77 0.0 0.210 — 0.023 ~ — — ~ —
7n 0.20 0.210 0.4 So 0.023 0.031 0.052 0.842 0.0488 4.
79 0.0 0.1B7 — 0.0177 -^ — — — —
80 0.216 0.1B7 0.417 0.0177 U.0365 0.0638 0.?.^ 0.0536 5.
81 0.0 0,164 — 0.012 — — — — —
C2 0.2/-
6
0.164 0.365 0.012 0.0913 0.0793 0.746 0.0591 6.







84 0.256 0.156 0.348 0,0109 0.0965 0.0356 0.735 0.063 6.
85 0.0 0.125 — /. 01027 — — — — —
86 0.32 0.125 0.27o5 0.01027 0.120 0.1097 0.637 0.0754 8.
I Current in j^acneilzine vindinns in amperes.
b " lole distance in inohos*
D s LJean diameter of cylinder in Inobes.
Note: For run //72 ace note under test ;f9 for run ;/57»
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//c y,lb DC „o voib /^c
t* sUett* /ni^ htt
A» Lie in Unit consisting of:
1« Vibrstin^ nass undGr test
2# Electromagnet
3. rhotocoll
4« 6 volt lamp
B# Amplifier: Brush Dovelopmont Co. liodel BL-902
C. Recorder: Brush Devolopnent Co. Model 3L-202
D# Lilide v;iro potentioinetcr : 717ohm3
E« DC amnetor : O.i. ampere

53
3?\ 6 volt ury cell
(>• SPiST switch
H. DPDT switch ( roversinc)
schematic drawinc of the .lain unit set up for
flat plate tests:
Apoi
!• Vibrating mass (copper plate)
2. Flat bar srrin^^s
3. support for ploto
h» Photocell
5. Llovln/j nexaber of pick-up.

84
6. Liupport for springs
?• i:'leotror!iaGnet
8. iiupport for electromagnet
9« Support Tor 6 volt lamp
10, Base plate
Not sliovm Id the lamp Itself, a 6 volt bulb
sarrounded by an aluiinum cylinder to afford a degree
of collimation. The light from the lamp shines
directly throuGh the movinc member of the pick-up
into the face of the photocell.
Also not shovm on the sketch is the support
for the photocell. This support as v;ell as those
for the lamp and the springs are ell adjustnhlG to
permit alie;nment«
The sketch shov.'s the torus maenet in place. For
tests on the cylindrical conductor the torus nacnet
was renoved and the cylindrical nacnet installed.
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The various speoinens of copper plate were









210 data on the photooell oharootoriotioo, type^









W- 572 turns AWG;/22 ootten covered
copper raacnet wire
Figure E-3 was drawn from oof.iputation for tliia
maenet usin^ the data for Ordinary Lov; Carbon iiteel
in Handbook of iingineering Fundamentals, i!;shbaoh,
pace 11-103.
For tests involving square and rectangular polo
faces, the poles of this inaGnet were filed down to
the specified size fro;a a taper starting about i inch

















Core material cold rolled at eel, exact type
unknown.
N - 4B0 turns A;vCr#25 enameled copper magnet
wire
l^'icure E-17 v/as drawn usinc the oarae data as
for the torus i-nacnet.

For tests involvlnc changes in the pole
distance, b, the entire top surface of the riasnet,
Including the center pole, was turned down to r^lve
the specified value of h.
89
Specifications for the conducting cyllndera,
Unit D2
1 0.665 0.484 0.414 0.035
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